Getting Started with Cadence ORCAD PSPICE (demo version)
John Gilmer, Oct 28, 2013
This document is intended to help students get started with using the PSpice
program to simulate circuits. This tutorial is specifically intended for students enrolled in
EE211 at Wilkes University. The procedures are illustrated with an older version of the
program than is now available. For our purposes, the "
demo" version (available free as a download or on CD's that come with some books) is
sufficient for our needs. The Version available in SLC216, the engineering lounge, and
in certain labs such as SLC125 is the "full" version, distinguished by among other things
having a much larger selection of parts.
I'm assuming you are running on a Windows computer. If you are running a Mac,
you need a Windows virtual machine. (I use "Fusion".) I like running PSpice in
Windows but doing the graphics and editing on the Mac, which is how this document was
prepared.
Start by starting the program. It's identified as Cadence / ORCAD / ORCAD CIS.
"PSpice", the colloquial name for the whole package, is actually just the simulation
proper. The whole package includes "schematic capture" (drawing the circuit), and
placement and routing tools and other features that we won't be using. (Your path may
differ from mine, shown in Figure 1.)

Figure 1 Starting ORCAD CAPTURE CIS Demo.
Once the ORCAD screen comes up, you need to create a New Project. Select that
from the File menu as shown in Figure 2. A dialog box will come up as shown in Figure
3 in which you name your project and direct the Browser where to put it. I suggest you
put your project on a thumb drive (as I have done) or your H drive. The name is
arbitrary, but it helps to remember what it is. Be sure to designate this as a "Analog or
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Mixed A/D" (Analog and Digital) project. If you say "Schematic" you will be able to
draw it but it won't simulate. After clicking OK you get an additional dialog box asking
if you want to start with an existing project. Normally (and in this case) you will say
"Create a blank project" and hit "OK." Note that the default is to use an existing project,
so you do need to act here.

Figure 2 Selection of a "New Project"

Figure 3 Dialog for designating the type of project, naming and storage

Figure 4 Dialog box to designate "Create a blank project".
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After this ORCAD creates the project. You may end up looking at a piece of
"electronic paper" to draw on. Or, as in this case, you may find yourself looking at the
file structure of your still blank project, as shown in Figure 5. If that's the case, double
click on the name of your project .dsn (the schematic file folder) "+" to get to Page 1 of
the schematic, as seen in Figure 6.

Figure 5 Project files

Figure 6 Schematic files

Double click that to edit your schematic (and design your circuit), which will appear as a
blank page at this point as seen in Figure 7.

Figure 7 Schematic Capture window
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As an example, we will do a project to demonstrate an RLC circuit. So, first we
need to plop down the components. The R, L, and C are "analog" components, that we
need to get from the analog library. Click on the symbol that looks like a gate on the
upper right margin to "place part". (Figure 8 shows this for this old version; the dialog is
a bit different in the lab, but does much the same thing.) You see the various libraries (all
of them here for the demo version) and the parts therein. Choose just the ANALOG
library. You can then choose "R" to get a resistor.

Figure 8 Place Parts dialog with various libraries

Figure 9 Place Parts dialog with Resistor (R) chosen
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Once you click "OK" the Place Parts dialog disappears, and your cursor now
serves as a placement tool for resistors. As you move the mouse, the potential placement
of the resistor changes. (See Figure 10.) We want the resistor to be vertical. By typing
"control R" you can rotate it, then click on a particular spot on the blank paper to place it.
In like manner, you can place other components as shown in Figure 11.

Figure 10 Part Placement

Figure 11 Several parts placed

We also need a ground. PSpice will not work if you don't have everything
somehow connected to ground. It's important to get the "right" ground. Figure 12 shows
that there is a tool on the right margin to select a ground. Get the "Zero Source" ground
shown. Place a couple; one for the signal source, another for the resistor.

Figure 12 Ground selected
For a source, for right now we will start by doing a "transient response" using a
DC source. So, go to the source library and find a "VDC". The symbol looks like a
battery. Place that to the left of the capacitor where a source should be. Then, we need to
wire the circuit components together. The wiring tool is immediately under the "place
parts" symbol on the right margin. Use it to wire the circuit as shown in Figure 13. (It's
not a bad idea to save frequently as you go!)
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Figure 13 PSpice circuit wired together
The parts we placed still have their default initial values. We want the resistor to
be 10 Ohms, the inductor 10 Henries, the capacitor 7 µF, and the Voltage source 10
Volts. For each component, click on the value and replace the default with what you
want, as shown in Figure 14. You can also move the writing around to a more pleasing
position. For example, we don't want the "10Vdc" to overlap the symbol. Note that we
use "u" for "micro, m for "milli", K for 1000, and "Meg" for "Meg". PSpice is NOT case
sensitive. M is "milli" not Meg! Watch out for that.

Figure 14 Modification of component value

Figure 15 Circuit with correct component values.
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Now we are ready to simulate. First we want to do a "DC" simulation that will
show what the ultimate steady state condition is. There are a series ob buttons on a "bar"
that we use to control the simulation. See Figure 16. The icon just to the right of
"Schematic1-bias: and its pull down defines a new simulation. Click it to tell PSpice
what you want to do. That gives you the dialog box shown in Figure 17. It doesn't
matter much what you name it. Don't "inherit" from anything. On "OK" you get the
dialog shown in Figure 18 that lets you set up your simulation run.

Figure 16 PSpice Simulation tool bar

Figure 17 New simulation

Figure 18 Simulation settings dialog

In the settings dialog indicate the kind of simulation run. If you want to see
things in the time domain, set "Time Domain (transient)", and also leave "General
Settings" checked. We will also get DC steady state values (as you will see.) If you want
to modify this again, the next button on the tool box brings up this dialog for the current
simulation. It's important to designate how long you want it to run (we will ask for 100
ms) and with what resolution (I'm asking for at least 10 µs.). You can also delay the start
of collecting data if you want to get to steady state before you look. We want to start at
t=0 here though.
So, after making the settings, we want to run it. But before we run, we need to
select data to see. Leave the "V" button clicked on the tool bar. The symbol on the tool
bar that looks like a right pointing arrow initiates simulation. Click it. After a bit of a
wait you will see a new window appear with a graph. It won't have anything on it yet
because we have not put a "probe" on our circuit to graph a particular spot. For the
moment we just want to see the DC Voltages. Go back to look at the simulation
schematic. You will now see it annotated with DC Voltages, as seen in Figure 19. We
see that the capacitor indeed blocks DC current, so all the Voltages to the right of the
capacitor are zero. We could look at currents by clicking the "A" button or power by
clicking "W" but all we'd see are zeros. What we really want to see is the transient
response. So we'll replace the Voltage source with a square wave generator that will let
the source go to 10V, then back down to zero.
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Figure 19 Steady state (Q point) or DC state.
Delete the DC source and instead plug in a pulse source. We will set V1 to 10V
and V2 to 0V, the pulse width (PW) to 700ms, and the perior PER to 1400ms. (Our time
duration is 1000 ms). So the pulse will go up to 10V at t=0, then back to zero at
t=700ms. We also place a Voltage probe at the node between the inductor and the
resistor, so that we will get a graph of that Voltage. Now we run it. (It takes a bit of time
to run on my virtual machine.) Ultimately we get a nice graph as shown in Figure 20.
The Voltage at the top end of the resistor shows a transient response that is underdamped,
and gradually goes to zero as we expect. (Note that we don't like to put color or white on
black figures in reports. From here on I will "invert" and convert to black and white all
such graphics to both enhance readability and conserve toner. You should do the same in
your reports.)

Figure 20 Transient results.
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We can now add a second probe to monitor the node between the capacitor and
the inductor. Note that the scale has been adjusted to show fully the larger of the
waveforms. If you look closely, you can see that the inductor and resistor Voltages are
also 90 degrees out of phase. Is this behavior what you expect?

Figure 21 PSpice output showing resistor (small) and inductor (large) Voltages.
Now we will close that window and redo the circuit to show the sesponse to a
sinusoidal source. We plug in a "VSIN" source and set it to zero offset, 60 Hz, and 10
Volts (peak), as shown in Figure 22. We will also reduce the run time to 100ms so we
can see the sinusoid in greater detail. When we run it, we get the response shown in
Figure 23. There is a sinusoid Voltage on both components that is growing as the
resonant circuit responds to a driving frequency (60 Hz) close to the resonant frequency.
We could then change the time settings of the simulation to see what the ultimate steady
state response looks like in the time domain. Pretty high Voltage out, considering the
driving signal is only 10 Volts. That's what resonance does!

Figure 22 Circuit modified to use a sinusoidal source
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Figure 23 Time domain response to a sinusoid close to the resonant frequency.
Now we want to do a frequency sweep. That is our tool for doing frequency
response. We want frequency domain instead of time domain. To do that we need a
different source, the "VAC" source. Notice that the VAC does NOT have a way to
specify frequency. That's because the simulation will very the frequency.

Figure 24 Circuit with VAC source for frequency sweep

Figure 25 Simulation settings for AC sweep (frequency response)
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Now when we run the simulation we see the output Voltages as functions of
frequency instead of time. Using the "Plot" menu, the Y axis setting has been modified
to a logarithmic scale. Figure 26 shows the response. Notice the expected peak at about
60 Hz. Because we only took 10 points per decade, we may not have captured the true
peak. So, Figure 27 shows a further simulation narrowed to look just at 30 Hz to 100 Hz,
with 1000 points per decade. (Some manipulation of the X axis settings was also needed
to get the desired end points.)

Figure 26 Frequency response of the circuit

Figure 27 Frequency response, with greater detail near the resonant frequency
So, this is how we use PSpice. Try it yourself on some of the homework
problems. It's a very useful tool - but not a substitute for your own analytic work.
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